10 Best Places To Paddleboard In Colorado

COLORADO
Stand-up paddleboarding (SUP) is becoming a preferred water sport, specifically in coastal
locations. It is an incredible workout, and also there is nothing more enjoyable and even
relaxing than paddling down a river or around a lake with your liked ones on a warm
afternoon.
If you are a paddling addict and have been passing away to take your inflatable paddle
board for a spin in the stunning Colorado waters, this blog post is for you. We have created
some great paddleboarding Colorado areas for you so you can have a memorable water
sporting journey.
With magnificent lakes, crystal clear rivers, and a stunning variety of hills, all these spots
will provide outright SUPing experience for novices, intermediate, and experienced
paddlers. Right here are the ten ideal areas to SUP in Colorado.

1. Paddleboarding in Grand Lake
Bordered by the lovely Rocky Mountain National Forest, the Grand Lake uses a few of the
most spectacular locations for stand-up paddleboarding, kayaking, and also angling in
Colorado. It covers an area of 500 acres that makes it the largest naturally made lake in this
state.
Bring your paddleboard or kayak as well as cut the water as you appreciate the impressive
sights and aquatic life. If you enjoy angling and recognize just how to balance correctly on a
SUP, pack up your angling line as well as cast it along the way.
And also, don’t stress if you haven’t purchased aboard yet. There is a marina packed with
stores where you can lease your preferred tools for the day.
Down for a coastline barbecue? Prepare a coastline day list, as there is a magnificent sandy
shore where you can loosen up, sunbathe, and also eat your dishes.
The community offering the lake, likewise called Grand Lake, is located right alongside the
lake so you will enjoy shopping too and also the abundant eating choices readily available
after or before your day on the water.
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2. Paddleboarding in Big Soda Lake
If you want a place near Denver, after that, this is it. Big Soft drink Reservoir is one of the
most popular paddleboarding Denver places in summer.
Located merely a fifteen-minute drive from the state’s resources, Large Soda Lake has
plenty of places where you can rent stand-up paddleboard as well as other devices for
numerous water sporting activities. Full with a coastline, beach ball courts, a 400-meter
swimming lane, and various barbecue shelters, this area is lovely for an energetic yet
soothing day, especially if you are traveling with family members or a team of pals.
You can play beach games, construct sandcastles, discover how to swim, or just splay on
your beach blanket the whole day.
Be conscious, however, that the water showing offseason in Large Soda Lake runs from the
Last Monday of May (Memorial Day) to the initial Monday of September (Labor Day). The
shops offering the tank will not be open outside nowadays.
Do You Need to Know Exactly How to Swim to Paddle Board?
This is quite a preferred destination, so see to it to get here early if you are paddling on a
bright day. You may additionally wish to reserve your equipment in advance to stay clear of
dissatisfaction.

3. Paddleboarding in Evergreen Lake
Just a 45-minute drive from Denver is a beautiful lake surrounded with dazzling evergreen
trees, where you can invest hours of paddleboarding, boating and also angling.
Take pleasure in a stunning sight of the lake from The Evergreen Lake House before or after
paddling. Equipment is available for hire at a reasonable price.
If you are just beginning to discover how to stand-up paddle board, there are
paddleboarding courses for adults that provide yoga as well as health and fitness training. If
you would love to paddle in the evening as you view the celebrities, every Saturday of July
will provide you that chance.
Evergreen Lake enables both motorized as well as non-motorized watercraft. If you are
posting likely to book your journey to this location, however, it would be a good idea to call
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the lake house to find out if the problems agree with your specific water sporting activity or
not.

4. Paddleboarding in Dillon Tank
This is yet one more stunning stand-up paddleboarding Colorado place. Dillon Storage tank
is located in Top County and covers a surface of 3,300 acres and concerning 25 miles of
coastline.
You can hire your tools from Frisco Bay Marina, where you can likewise appreciate the
coastline as well as abundant cafes, dining establishments, and bars. If you enjoy spending
an evening outdoors, evacuate your outdoor camping tent as well as a sleeping bag as there
are a lot of camping areas close by. You might additionally wish to come prepared for a
hiking or backpacking trip just in case you want to attempt a couple of land tasks in the
readily available adventure park.
Similar To Big Soft Drink Lake, Dillon Storage tank is a prominent location, so make your
bookings early beforehand. The place likewise organizes numerous water showing off
occasion, so it would be terrific to plan you see during among these to make the most
effective out of your getaway to Colorado.

5. Paddleboarding in Lake San Cristobal
Lake San Cristobal lies in Lake City in the picturesque San Juan Mountains. It is a charming
stretch of water where stand-up paddle boarders, kayakers, canoers, as well as fishermen’s
group every year to have a taste of the coastline life.
The waters are tranquil, making it among the first areas for beginner stand-up
paddleboarders. Lake San Cristobal additionally houses a range of trout species, so it would
be best to anybody who fancies angling while on an SUP, boat, or a fishing paddle board.
There is a gorgeous campground close by too for anyone who would like to flee and enjoy
neighborhood wild animals and delight in a night or two under the celebrities. You can bring
your equipment or lease from the local stores.
10 Best Places To SUP In Australia
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6. Paddleboarding in Vallecito Lake
This attractive lake lies about 18 miles from Durango in a picturesque valley that enables
scenic mountain views if you are seeking a relaxing and peaceful location, after that this one
will undoubtedly be your best bet.
With only 300 homeowners year-round, you can take pleasure in lots of water tasks,
including paddle boarding, boating, advertisement fishing. You can travel with your board
or hire from the offered rental stores near Vallecito Marina.
Camping sites are offered close by as well for those who would love to add a little
backpacking enjoyable to their paddling tasks. Bring your waterproof video camera as well
as capture the charm of the wild. Pack a set of hiking shoes as well as stroll a mile or more
on the path. Simply see to it to plan ahead and also come prepared so you can have an
unforgettable experience both on the water and out in the woods.

7. Paddleboarding in Cherry Creek Reservoir
One more fantastic spot if you desire an area near Denver. Sure, the views might not be as
excellent as they are in various other Colorado tanks located in the mountains. Yet, you will
undoubtedly have more than 800 acres of the surface area of water to paddle, watercraft, as
well as fish.
Cherry Creek Storage tank located in Cherry Creek State Park and also is a spectacular
paddle boarding Denver location. It supplies an unforgettable experience for both novices
and also knowledgeable paddle boarders.
Throughout summertime, this area hums with all sorts of watercraft from SUPs and also
kayaks to boats as well as jet skis. If you do not have tools yet, you can rent from Cherry
Creek Marina. There is also an entry charge to the park, so come ready.

8. Paddleboarding in Sloan Lake
Found in Denver, Sloan Lake offers the best setting for paddleboarding, kayaking, boating,
and also fishing. The spot permits the most effective sights of the surrounding hills as well
as plants. Being among one of the most reputed places for water sporting in Colorado, Sloan
Lake allows the use of wakeboarders, water skiers, and mechanized boats, so you will
certainly need to be on one’s guard out for these while on the water.
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Sloan Lake is open for water showing off each day from 1st April to 21st October. You can
bring your very own stand-up paddleboarding gear or employ from the readily available
equipment paddle board rental shops.

9. Paddleboarding in Rock Reservoir
The Boulder Tank is located north of Stone City 25 miles from the capital. It is highly
obtainable and gives an essential area for SUP and kayaking.
Though the tank is open for paddling tasks throughout the year, swimming is just allowed in
the days between Memorial Day and Labor Day. During the summer season, there is a daily
entrance cost for adults. There is additionally a specific opening time in the park. Since the
prices, as well as timings, transform every so often, it would be a great idea to inspect the
internet site before seeing the location.
5 ways to use SUP as a Stronger Immune System

10. Paddleboarding in Horsetooth Reservoir
Directly outside the spectacular Fort Collins lies this great synthetic lake, 7 miles long and
also one mile vast. Given that the spot is as well near to the city, it is just one of those
locations that get active in summer with stand-up paddleboarding, boating, and also
swimming activities.
The high activity degree indicates that the water in this area might be choppier than a few
of the spots we have mentioned above; however, it will still obtain you profiting of
paddleboarding. If you are an amateur paddler, you may find it a little challenging
remaining upright as well balanced amidst the waves generated by the watercraft.
To be secure, have a couple of paddleboarding safety and security techniques in your back
pocket like coming back on the SUP after you have diminished and such like feats that keep
you out of damage while on the water.
Morning hrs will certainly be less crowded, so they could be the very best time to learn how
to paddle or try some SUP yoga. It would be necessary to paddle near the coast to prevent
accidents with fast watercraft.
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Exactly how To Prepare For A SUP Trip
On vacation like this, you will need to plan so you can avoid injury’s method while on the
water. Below are a few pointers to get you started.
Get your equipment early enough or learn just how much it will cost you to rent out
Discover just how each item of your SUP equipment works. If something needs fixing,
have it taken care of before you go.
Perfect your stand-up paddleboarding skills; take classes if required
Tell a friend or family member where you are going, that you will be opting for and
also what tasks you will indeed be carrying out
Pack enough safety and security gear and even tools and also brush up your paddling
safety and security skills.

Pakaloa SUP Overview
Colorado houses several of the most effective spots for paddleboarding worldwide. With
spectacular lakes, rivers, and also stunning mountains as well as plant life, there are many
things to do on the water and also lots of breathtaking landscapes to see.
The ten locations above will undoubtedly be a terrific base when you decide to check out the
fantastic nature of this beautiful state. Just make sure to prepare adequately so you can stay
secure on the water and have a memorable adventure.
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